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Abstract Overview of the Monte Carlo Method

ITS (the Integrated Tiger Series) is a powerful, but user- Since ITS is a Monte Carlo code, there are a few aspects of
friendly, software package permitting state-of-the-art modelling of the Monte Carlomethod of which users must be aware. It has a rep-
electron and/or photon radiation effects. The programs provide utation for being very accurate, but also very time-consuming. As
Monte Carlo solution of linear time-independent coupled electron/ affordable fast computers are be.coming commonplace, the time
photon radiation transport problems, with or without the presence concem is no longer as great as it once was.
of macroscopic electric and magnetic fields. The ITS system com-
bines operational simplicity and physical accuracy in order to pro- The method is based on statistical averaging of individual tri-
vide experimentalists and theorists alike with a method for the als to estimate the desired numerical answer.A specific trial is con-
routine but rigorous solution of sophisticated radiation transport strutted by using random numbers to sample from appropriate
problems, probability distribution functions such as those that describe t.be

motion of an electron moving in a given material at a specified
This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy energy, the generation of secondary particles, and the motion of

under contract number DE-AC04-94AL85000. these particles and any further cascade.

Due to the statistical nature of the results, any quantity of

Introduction . interest calculated by the code must have attached to it another
quantity which represents the estimated statistical accuracy, typi-

Since numerical experiments tend to be cheaper thanphysical eally expressed in terms of a standard deviation. It is important to
keep the code's estimate of the standard deviation a small fraction

ones, computer modelling of applications of electron beams can be of the calculated quantity of interest. As this estimated fraction
very advantageous provided that the software is sufficiently easy to becomes larger, the statistical confidence in the calculated quantity
use, sufficiently flexible to model the important parts of the hard- of interest decreases. When this estimated fraction becomes large
ware, and sufficiently accurate for confide.neein the results. Such (greater than, say, 10%), the estimated fraction itself is unreliable
modelling could be used, for example, in personnel hazard assess- and may be larger than what is indicated.
ment when designing an accelerator or in process optimization
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........ _ ..... _"...... ' ..... ' Another important aspect of electron/photon Monte Carlo is
that the transport of photons is both faster and more accurate thanThe U.S. national laboratories have developed powerful corn-
that of electrons. The photons have a relatively large mean free pathpurer programs to solve such problems to help accomplish their
which means they typically pass through the material geometry ofmissions. Since these codes have been supported by tax dollars, the
interest with few interactions (scattering events). The simulationunclassified programs are made generally available when it seems
can follow the photons from interaction site to interaction site accu-they may have other applications. The Integrated TIGER Series

(ITS) (Ref. I) is one of these computer packages. The "integration" rarely and efficiently. The electrons, however, are constantly inter-
was performed to make it easier to maintain and easier for the user acting, changing direction and losing energy. It is completely
(and developer) to tailor the code to specific applications. The U.S. impractical to follow the electrons from interaction point to interac-
distribution site is the Radiation Shielding Information Center tion point. Therefore, the electrons arepushed a predetermined dis-tance. The simulation then tries to account for the cumulative effect

located at Oak Ridge National Laboratories. Oak Ridge also puts of all the multiple interactions which took place over this "step"
out a monthly newsletter which notifies users of any updates or length (this is what is meant by a "condensed history" method).
revisions. Eve.,',",,he.sesteps are much smaller uhmumean free paths of photor)s

of comparable energy. Hence, photons are less expensive to trans-As a result, ITS enjoys a large, world-wide user base. It has
been employed, for example, in the assessment of personnel radia- port than electrons.
tion hazards, the disposal and cleanup of radioactive waste, the pas-
teurization (e.g., elimination of pathogens in red meat) and

Overview of the ITSdisinfestation of foodstuffs, the radiation vulnerability of satellite vacKage
systems, electron-beam joining, the sterilization of hospital waste, "
radiation treatment planning, and the safety of nuclear power reac- There are four essential elements of the ITS system:

tots. 1. XDATA:the atomic data file
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2. XGEN:the programfile for generating cross sections In addition to the defaultoutput_a numberof optional outputt

3. ITS: theMonte Carlo program file may be selected. These are:

4. UPEML:the update processor 1. Escape fractions that are differentialinenergy and/or angle for
electrons, scatteredcontinuumphotons,and line radiation

The atomic data file contains the data for generating cross 2. Volumeaveraged fluxes that aredifferential in energy and/or
sections for arbitrary mixtures or compounds of the first 100 ele- angle for electrons, scatteredcontinuumphotons, and line radia-
ments.The two program files contain multiple machine versionsof tion for selectedregions of theproblemgeometry
the multiple codes (see Table 1 and explanation below for the

3. A pseudo-pulse-heightdistributionfor a selectedregion of theMonte Carlo program file), integrated in such a way as to take
problem geometry - for example,the regioncorresponding to

advantageof common coding. Their corresponding binary program active detectorelements
librariesare input to the updateprocessor which selects a particular
code for a particular machine and makes any modifications 4. Geometryand trajectoryplots (for CYLTRANand ACCEt::q')
requested by the user. The output of the processor in this ease is
Fortrancode that is ready for compilation. A more detailed descriptionof the structure and operation of

the ITS system can be foundin Ref. I or Chapter I0 of Ref. 3.
Table 1 shows the eight member codes of the ITS Monte

Carlo program file. From top to bottom, the member codes are

groupedby rows and will be referred to as the TIGERcodes (l-D),., Discussion: Strategies
the CYLTRANcodes (2-D material geometry with 3-D transport),

andthe ACCEPT codes (full 3-D), respectively. From left to right, Newusers areencouragedto keeptheir geometrydescriptionsthe codes grouped by colunm will be referred to as the standard
codes, the P codes, and the M codes, respectively. All member as simple as possible. Real experimentsare performed in the three-dimensional world, but new user'sare urged to consider how the
codesallow transport over therange of 1.0GeV to 1.0keV. actual geometry may be simplified for modelling purposes. The

input required to describe the TIGERgeometry is quite straight-for-Fluorescence and Auger processes in the standard codes are ward: simply specify the material, number of subzones, and layeronly allowed for the K shell of the highest atomic element in a
tLickness in centimeters. The CYLTRANgeometry input requiresgivenmaterial. For some applications,for example, the calculation the specificationof axial and radialboundarieswhich is still fairly

of energy spectra of low-energyescaping particles, it is desirable to clear.
have a more detailed model of the low-energy transport. In the P
codes, a more elaborate ionization/relaxation model from the

The input needed to describe arbitrary three-dimensionalSANDYL (Ref.2) code was added to the standard codes. geometries requires some care and practice on the user's part.The
ability tovisualize the specifiedgeometry is essential for verifying

In the Mcodes, th.ecollisional transportof the standard codes the setup of three-dimensional simulations. Appendix I of Ref. 1
is combined with the transport in macroscopic electric and mag- describes how a user may interface the called Fortran subroutines
netic fields of arbitrary spatial dependence. This could be used, for within ITS with their local plottingpackage. Some users employ a
example, to model a magnetic field applied in an experimentto turn geometry-modelling code system such as SABRINA (Ref. 4) to
back electrons which would otherwisehave escaped or in si_ulat- view theirconstructed geometry.Anotheruserhas written a transla-
ingamagneticspectrometer, tor (Ref. 5) between a commercial CAD/CAM program

(AUTOCAD) and ACCEPT for creating and/or displaying the
To run theprograms in the ITS package, the flowof inputand specifiedgeometry.

outputmust be understood. Apart from the atomic data file, which

is read by the cross-section generator, and the cross-sectionoutput The ACCEPT code of ITS uses "combinatorial geometry"
file produced by the generator which is read by the Monte Carlo, (see section 17.3 of Ref. 3) for its three-dimensionalinput. In corn-
there are two other types of input required for running either the binatorial geometry, geometrical regions are described as various
cross-sectiong_erator code or theMonte Carlocode. First, there is logical combinations of a set of primitive body types (such as
the setof instructions to the processor that tells it how to produce a spheres, boxes, arbitrary polyhedra, ellipsoids, rectangular right
compile-readyFortran code from either of the program libraries, cylinders, and truncated right cones). Logical combinations mean
This input involves a simple syntax for defining code (e.g., intersections (by an implied"AND"), unions(by an explicit "OR"),
TIGER), mac"hlne(e.g., IBM), and a few other options. An equally and negations. For example, the zone description " +1 -2" means
simplesyntax allows the user theoption to modify the source code that part of body 1 which is not in body 2. This is one way to
via deletions, insertions, and replacements of Fortrancode, or sire- describe a cylindrical shell, if bodies I and 2 were cylinders. Com-
ply use the code as a "black box" with no modifications. The see- mort errors in coding up the geometry occur when the user is
ond type of input is that required by the resulting executable code. focused on an important part of the geometry but forgets that all
Forexample, the problem materialsand energy rangemust be spec- space within the escape zone needs to be specified. It is important
ifiedfor the cross-section generator code, and the problem geome- that there are no gaps between specified zones, hence users are
tryand the source distribution must be definedfor the Monte Carlo encouragedto try to plot various projections of their geometry to
code. verify what they specified waswhat they intended.The escape zone

is a region which completely surrounds the simulated universe
The default outputconsists of: exists. When a pardcle enters the escapezone, the code considers it

I. Energyand number escape fractions (leakage)for electrons, has escaped and willno longer continue to track it.
unscatteredprimary photons, and scattered photons

New users are also encouraged to simplify their output
2. Chargeand energy deposition profiles requests. For example, requesting very fine resolution for a spatizl

.r

: 3 An explicit statement of energy conservation r_rofile wi]] ran,,iro ,,_,,r_........ _,;......... _-.....
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...... USe_ should also be aware, butcautionedabouttheuse, of Conclusions
biasingoptionsavailableinITS.Forexample,toperformaperson-

nelradiationhazardassessment of anaccelerator,it may be desired Verypowerful software such as the ITS system is available
to calculate the energy spectrum of escaping photons produced by foruse in simulatingradiationeffects of electronor photonsources.
the electron beam. However, bremsstrahlungproduction is a very The soRwareis flexible enough to allow detailed descriptions ofinefficient process, so an impractical number of histories would
need to be run for the simulation. By using the biasing option of arbitrary geometries or quicker calculations through one-dimen-
artificiallyincreasingthe production ofbremsstrahlungphotons, the sional layers, and permits the user to tailor the code for specific
user can achieve the desired results far more efficiently.The code applicationssuch as describing a line source as opposed to a point
will produce manymore photons (thereby obtainingmorn scores to in space or a fiatdisk. ITS has been benchmarked againsta variety
achieve better statistics) but will weight each by the appropriate of experiments and is employed in a multitude of applicationsworld-wide.
fraction so that the correct averageresult will be calculated. This
option works well for calculating photon leakage, but can lead to
statisticallypoor results for other quantities of interest. AppendixH
of Ref. I discusses otherbiasing options available in ITS. The user References:
shouldbe warned that overbiasing can lead to misleadingresults.
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Figure 3: Comparison of predictions of the ITS-3.0 TIGER
code with measurements of Lockwood et al. (Ref. 7) for the energy
deposition of 300-keV electrons normally incident on an aluminum
target.

Figure 4: Comparison of predictions of the ITS-3.0 TIGER
code with measurements of Lockwood et al, (Ref. 7) for the energy
deposition of 300-keV electrons incident at 60° on an aluminum
target.

Figure 5: Comparison of predictions of the ITS-3.0 TIGER
code with measurements of Lockwood et al. (Ref. 7) for the energy
deposition of 300-keV electrons normally incident on a tantalum
target.

Figure 6: Comparison of predictions of the ITS-3.0 TIGER
code with measurements of Lockwood et al. (Ref. 7) for the energy
deposition of 1.0-MeV electrons incident at 60° on a tantalum tar-
get.

Figure 7: Comparisons of measured (symbols from Ref. 8)
and predicted (histograms) charge deposition profiles ina carbon-
filled polymer for various electron beam energies.

Figure 8: Radial deposition profiles in LiF from a 500-MeV
electron beam at two axial locations in an M/Lucite/air configura-
tion. Measurements from Ref, 9,
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TABLE 1. Monte Carlo Member Codes of ITS
, ,........ _ I I

STANDARD ENHANCED MACROSCOPIC
GEOMETRY CODES PHYSICS FIELDS

I-D ...... TIGER ' TIGERP' ' ........

2-D/3-D CYLTRAN CYLTRANP CYLTRANM

3-D ACCEPT ACCEPTP ACCEPTM
i i. li ., |, | , ,,., | i,, ' II II IIII II IIII II II II







Figure 3" Comparison of predictions of the ITS-3.0 TIGER code with measurements of Lock-
wood et al. (Ref. 7) for the energy deposition of 300-keV electrons normally incident on an alumi-
num target.
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Figure 4: Comparison of predictions of the ITS-3.0 TIGER code with measurements of Lock-
wood et al. (Ref. 7) for the energy deposition of 300-keV electrons incident at 600 on an aluminum
target.
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